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Abstract
This paper investigates an arithmetic based upon the representation of computable
exact real numbers by lazy innite sequences of signed digits in a positional radixr
system We discuss advantages and problems associated with this representation
and develop wellbehaved algorithms for a comprehensive range of numeric opera
tions including the four basic operations of arithmetic
 Introduction
The standard implementations of real numbers on a computer are approxi
mately held to some xed number of signicant gures The accumulation of
rounding errors leads to wellknown diculties calculating accurate numerical
results for scientic and engineering problems Going to double quadruple
or even multiple precision in no way eliminates these problems but merely
ameliorates them No matter how much precision is provided there are always
problems for which it is insucient to produce reliable results Perhaps one of
the worst features of oating point arithmetic is that the computer can give
us no indication of how many of the digits printed are actually meaningful so
with a poor choice of algorithm it is quite easy to generate numerical answers
that are completely meaningless An illustrative example of such rounding
anomalies is given in 	 
also in 	 where computation of a simple function
on single precision oating point is shown to produce completely wrong results
after only  divisions and  subtractions
As computing power becomes cheaper it seems reasonable that we may
wish to move to a form of real arithmetic that is perhaps more expensive but
which will generate results to numerical calculations that carry with them
some easily understood guarantee of accuracy Modern programming lan
guages provide certain computing abstractions  innite lists higher order
c
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functions  which make it possible to represent real numbers exactly as they
are dened in mathematics using any of several possible methods
Mathematically a real number is dened as an innitary object  for
example a converging sequence of rationals Since all our computers are
nite it stands to reason that only nitely many entries of an innite
sequence can be instantiated in nite time It also follows that not all real
numbers can be represented on a computer  only those whose dening se
quence can be determined by a nite amount of information
The concept of a computable real number was rst introduced by
Alan Turing in his classical paper 	 He dened a computable real as
one whose decimal

expansion can be written down by a Turing machine
Roughly speaking a real number is computable if there exists a nite com
puter program that can eectively approximate it to any degree of precision
When more precision is desired the computation may take longer but the
program itself does not change Herefrom it follows that not all real numbers
are computable at least because the set of all nite computer programs is
countable whereas the set of all real numbers is not
In classical mathematical analysis real numbers are dened in a variety of
ways all of which are equivalent to each other so that the choice of a
particular representation is matter of convenience In constructive math
ematics however some functions on the computable reals and even the four
basic arithmetic operations are critically dependent on the representation and
with a poor choice of the latter may become noncomputable For instance
conventional xedradix positional weighted number systems for which the
weight of the ith digit is r
i
and the range of each digit is f      r  g
appear to be unsuitable for exact computations because it is sometimes im
possible to compute even the rst digit of a result without having to inspect
an innite number of the operands digits A specic example can be found
eg in 	
One of the pioneer investigators of this problem was Wiedmer who sug
gested the use of redundant signeddigit systems to eect computability 	
Although signeddigit notation was proposed as a means of avoiding carry
propagation chains in hardware arithmetic as early as in s and has
been well known among hardware designers having led to the development
of digitpipelined or online arithmetic 	 it was probably Wiedmer who rst
suggested its use in the context of exact computations His PhD thesis 	
contains a detailed investigation of the algorithms necessary for exact real
arithmetic on redundant signeddigit sequences
In  Carl Pixley at Burroughs Corporation undertook a study of
Wiedmers work implementing a complete package of functions for exact real
arithmetic in the lazy functional language SASL Pixley spent some time an
alyzing the eciency of the algorithms in particular for division which is the

Any other radix r   could be used in exactly the same way

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most subtle of the four basic operations Although never formally published
Pixleys work 	 was privately circulated and stimulated interest in the topic
In  Boehm Cartwright et al 	 reported their two implementations
of exact real arithmetic  as lazy innite sequences of decimal digits and as
functions mapping rational errors to rational approximations Having carried
out a comparative study of the two methods they contended that the lazy
sequence method led to unsatisfactory implementations and performed very
poorly while the functional method performed surprisingly well Their claim
was partially based on what they called the granularity eect  computa
tion of arguments to one digits more accuracy than necessary which makes
the evaluation of expressions such as x


x

 
x

 
   x
n
 highly ine
cient Since then an extensive literature has arisen devoted to representations
of exact reals 	 yet no further attempts have
been made to nd out whether the claimed advantage of functions over lazy
lists of digits was simply an artifact of a particular class of implementations
of lazy languages or evidence of something more fundamental
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the properties of the redundant
signeddigit representation of the reals and nd whether it can be rendered
free from the objections which have caused its rejection by the
majority of the researchers who have deserted altogether its line of ap
proach In so doing we develop algorithms for a wide range of numerical
operations including the four basic operations of arithmetic discuss the com
plexity issues and examine various factors that can aect implementations
 Radixr redundant signeddigit expansions
A number system is said to be redundant if there are at least two distinct
representations that are mapped onto the same number otherwise it is non
redundant A radix r number system requires at least r digit symbols if this
number is greater than r the system becomes redundant
The following variation of the xedradix number system was originally
used by Avizienis 	 to eliminate carry propagation chains in addition and
subtraction
Denition  A radixr redundant signeddigit SD number system is one
based on a digit set
S



            


where x denotes x     r   and   r
The last condition allows each digit to assume more than r values and thus
gives rise to the redundancy We can measure the degree of redundancy of a
given SD system by calculating the redundancy coecient

S

 

r  

A digit set is said to be maximally or minimally redundant if its redun

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dancy coecient is maximal or minimal for the associated radix Thus for
radix the digit set

            

is minimally redundant while

            

is maximally redundant
Throughout this paper we shall use the symbols N and N

to denote the
sets of all positive and nonnegative integers respectively
If x  R is a real number r   an integer and 
x
i

iN

a sequence of
integers with   x
i
  for all i  N such that
x 

X
i
x
i
r
i

then the symbol on the right side of
x  
x

 x

 x

     x
n
   
r


is called an innite radixr redundant signeddigit expansion for x If x
i
 
for all i  p   we also
write
x  
x

 x

 x

     x
p

r
This is a nite or terminating radixr expansion for x In case r   these
are called decimal signeddigit
expansions and the subscript  is omitted
If we allow the rst digit of signeddigit expansions to be unbounded
x

 Z then for every real number x there exist an innite number of dierent
radixr redundant signeddigit expansions of the form 
 How are all these
expansions related to each other In order to answer this question we shall
introduce a few concepts and denitions
Denition  Let 
a
n

nN

be a sequence of integers such
that the series

X
n
a
n
r
n


is convergent A sequence of integers 
b
n

nN

is said to be equivalent to

a
n

nN

if

X
n
a
n
r
n


X
n
b
n
r
n
and in particular the series on the right is also convergent To indicate the
equivalence of two sequences we shall use the symbol 
If we denote by S the set of all integer sequences 
a
n

nN

for which the
series 
 converges then obviously  is an equivalence relation on S and
using the fact that for any number x  R there exists at least one expansion
of the form 
 the equivalence classes are in onetoone correspondence with
the reals R  S 
We next dene a family of functions f  S  S such that f
s  s for all

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s  S
Denition  Let i  Z be an integer i   We dene
f



a
n

nN


 
a
n

nN

f
i


a
n

nN


 
b
n

nN

 where b
j










a
j
 sgn
i if j  jij  
a
j
 sgn
i  r if j  jij
a
j
 otherwise
Now let 
i
k

m
k
be a nite sequence of integers We dene
f
i

i

i
m
def
 f
i
m
	    	 f
i

	 f
i

For example if r   
a
n

nN

 
         we have
f


           
         
f


          
          
f


          
         
f


          
          
One can see that the nth element of a sequence can only be changed by
f
n
and f
n
 so our next step is to carry over the denition of f
i
k

to the
case where 
i
k
 is an innite sequence
Denition  Let 
i
k

kN
 i
k
  be an unbounded sequence of integers such
that the sequence 
ji
k
j
kN
is nondecreasing We then dene
f
i
k

kN


a
n

nN


def
 
b
n

nN


where b
n


f
i

i
j
n


a
n

nN


n
and 
j
n

nN

is any
sequence of natural numbers with ji
j
n

j  n  ji
j
n
j it is easy to verify
that the value of b
n
does not depend on the choice of 
j
n

nN


Since f

is the identity function we can also allow zeros to appear in the
sequence 
i
k

kN
by agreeing to calculate the value of f
i
k

kN
as
f
i
k

kN
def
 f
i

k

kN
where the sequence 
i

k

kN
is obtained from the original sequence 
i
k

kN
by
skipping all encountered zeros
One of the main properties of the functions f
i
k

is that they do not take
us out of the equivalence classes with respect to  ie for any 
a
n

nN

 S
f
i

i

i
m


a
n

nN


 
a
n

nN

f
i
k

kN


a
n

nN


 
a
n

nN

Among other properties we can indicate that
f
mm
 f
mm
 f

for all m  N
Theorem  Let r  N  r   be a radix value  be an integer with  
r    r   and let x  R Then there exists a sequence 
a
n

nN

of

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integers such that   a
n
  for all n  N  and
x 

X
n
a
n
r
n
Moreover if 
b
n

nN

is any other a
j
 b
j
for some j sequence of integers
such that   b
n
  for all n  N  b
n
 r or b
n
 r for innitely
many n if   r   and
x 

X
n
b
n
r
n


then there exists a possibly nite integer sequence 
i
k

kN
such that 
ji
k
j
kN
is nondecreasing and 
b
n

nN

 f
i
k

kN


a
n

nN



Proof Let x

x

x

   x
n
   be the conventional radixr expansion of x ie
x

 Z   x
i
 r for all i  N  Then we dene

a
n

nN

 f
i
n

nN


x
n

nN


where
i
n




n if   x
n
 r  
 if   x
n
  
It is quite easy to see that ja
n
j   for all n  N  we know that   x
n
 r
and a
n
is obtained from x
n
through application of f
i

i
k
for some i

    i
k

Thus if x
n
   	 it may only be changed by f
n
 in which case it will
be increased by  if x
n
  r 	 then f
n
will reduce its value by r and the
resulting value may in its turn be also increased by  by f
n
 In either case
we have   a
n
  and x 
P

n
a
n
r
n

Now suppose that 
 obtains for some sequence 
b
n

nN

of integers where
jb
n
j   for all n  N  and b
j
 a
j
for some j Let k  inf fj  N  a
j
 b
j
g 
then we have

X
nk
a
n
r
n


X
nk
b
n
r
n
or
b
k
 a
k


X
n

a
nk
 b
nk
 r
n
Since ja
nk
j   jb
nk
j   we can estimate
	
	
	
	
	

X
n

a
nk
 b
nk
 r
n
	
	
	
	
	


X
n
ja
nk
 b
nk
j r
n


X
n
r
n


r  
Generally we have   
r     but the pathological equality
b
k
 a
k

  may only hold true in the case where   r   and x 

a

 a

     a
k



     
b

 b

     b
k
    which we have
excluded from consideration Hence we deduce that
b
k
 a
k

 

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Now we set
i





k if b
k
 a
k
 
k if b
k
 a
k
 
and if 
a

n

nN

 f
i



a
n

nN


 then b
n
 a

n
 n  f     kg
Once i

     i
n
have been chosen let i
n
 ji
n
j  sgn 
i
n
 where
ji
n
j inf
n
j  N

 b
j


f
i

i
n


a
n

nN


j
o
sgn 
i
n




 if b
ji
n
j


f
i

i
n


a
n

nN


ji
n
j
 
 if b
ji
n
j


f
i

i
n


a
n

nN


ji
n
j
 
It may happen that i
n
  for all n  p p  N  In this case we shall
consider the resulting sequence 
i

     i
p
 to be nite This concludes the
proof 
 The representation
We aim to represent real numbers by sequences from the representation set S
as dened in Section  For example one might dene a computable exact real
number x as a triple 
r EM where E  Z is an exponent M is a mantissa
which is a sequence of numbers 
a
n

nN

 S and the value of x is computed
as
x  r
E


X
n
a
n
r
n


Such a representation however would be too loose a concept to be use
ful by itself We must also provide some constructive condition in order to
guarantee convergence of the series in 
 and be able to
make useful inferences about a number from a nite amount of information
about its representation
In this light we dene a representation of an exact real number x to be
a quadruple 
r  EM where r  N  r   is the radix value the range
parameter  is an integer
with r    r  E  Z is a signed exponent M is a mantissa which
is an e	ectively given

sequence of integers 
a
n

nN

such that
ja
n
j  Cn n  N 
where C   is a constant common to all real numbers in a given system
 we therefore do not include it in the representation

 The representation

The sequence a
n

nN

could in principle be
given by an oracle  it does not necessarily have to be computable in the sense of being
the sequence of values g g g    of a general recursive function gx

The value of C   r  

could be given as a rough estimate that satis	es the algorith

mic requirements
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r  E 
a
n

nN

 is said to be canonical or normalized if
ja
n
j   n  N


The value of x  
r  E 
a
n

nN

 is taken as in 
 Later on we will
centre on the factors that aect the choice of appropriate values for the pa
rameters r and 
For brevity and ease of reading we shall not always distinguish between a
number x and its representation 
r  EM and refer to a number as normal
ized if its representation is normalized and vice versa We shall also assume
that r and  are xed and sometimes use the notation 
EM instead of

r  EM
Observe that we can view a nite number as being innite by attaching
an innite sequence of zeros at the end of its mantissa
r
E

N
X
i
a
i
r
i
 r
E


X
i
a
i
r
i

where we have set a
i
  for i  N  We can therefore assume without any
restriction of generality that the mantissas of all operands are innite unless
otherwise specied
 Normalization
Most algorithms presented in this and subsequent chapters assume that all
operands are normalized and also require normalization of the results so we
shall now discuss the algorithms for normalizing real numbers We recall that
normalization refers to the process of restoring the individual digits of a real
numbers mantissa 
a
i

iN

to the
canonical range  	
Let 
a
i

iN

be an unnormalized mantissa of a real number a  r
E


P
i
a
i
r
i

We shall rst conne our attention to the case where ja
i
j  r   i  N


and show how to obtain a new exponent E

and mantissa 
a

i

iN

such that
 a  r
E


X
i
a
i
r
i
 r
E



X
i
a

i
r
i
 ja

i
j   i  N



To this end we rst consider

P
i
a
i
r
i
and repeatedly divide a
i
by r for all
i  N


a
i
 d
i
r m
i
 jm
i
j  r sgn
m
i
  sgn
d
i


We have

X
i
a
i
r
i


X
i

d
i
r m
i
 r
i


X
i
d
i
r
i


X
i
m
i
r
i

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d

r m

 d

 

X
i

m
i
 d
i
 r
i


Now ja
i
j  r     implies jd
i
j   jm
i
j  r   
i  N

 and thus
jm
i
 d
i
j  r We however aim to obtain a value less or equal to  
instead
of r Let us introduce the following notation
d

i




d
i
 if jm
i
j  
d
i
 sgn 
m
i
  if jm
i
j  
m

i




m
i
 if jm
i
j  
m
i
 sgn 
m
i
  r if jm
i
j  


a

i
m

i
 d

i

i  N a


 a

 d


From 
 it can be seen that a
i
 d

i
rm

i
 and similarly to 
 we arrive
at

X
i
a
i
r
i
 
a

 d


 

X
i

m

i
 d

i

r
i


X
i
a

i
r
i
Let us now verify that ja

i
j   for all i  N  For this purpose we note
that jd

i
j   for all i  N

 so if jm
i
j   then m

i
 m
i
 jm

i
j   and
ja

i
j 
	
	
m

i
 d

i
	
	
  If jm
i
j   thenm

i
 m
i
sgn 
m
i
r   jm

i
j  r
and ja

i
j 
	
	
m

i
 d

i
	
	
 r Now we require r   or equivalently
 
r  



which in its turn implies that 
r     r   or r   Using 
 we
nally obtain ja

i
j   for all i  N  For i   however the inequality does
not necessarily hold true On the other hand from the denition of a


we can
conclude that a

   a


 a

 
In this manner we have constructed a function f  N

 Z
N

 Z
N


it
will be referred to as reduce which assigns to any triple

r  
a
i

iN


the
sequence 
a

i

iN

 calculated according to formulae 
 and 
 Evaluation of
this function can be performed totally in parallel 
Fig 
















































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





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




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a

a

a

a

  
a

m


m


m


  
d


d


d


d

	
  
a


a


a


a


  
Fig  Totally parallel normalization
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Returning to formula 
 we now construct the promised number as fol
lows
E





E if ja

j   
E   if ja

j  

a

i

iN





f

r  
a
i

iN


 if ja

j   
f 
r  
 a

 a

     a
n
     if ja

j  
Now let us consider a more general case where ja
i
j  M i  N

 where
M   is an arbitrary positive integer We can now easily show that it is
possible to normalize mantissa 
a
i

iN

in a nite number of steps Indeed applying reduce we shall obtain
a sequence 
a

i

iN

 satisfying the following condition
ja

i
j 
	
	
m

i
 d

i
	
	
 jm

i
j
	
	
d

i
	
	
   


M
r

 
or
ja

i
j M

def



M
r

 
Applying reduce again we get another sequence 
a

i

iN

 satisfying
ja

i
j  M

def
 bM

r
etc The sequence MM

M

    is a sequence of decreasing natural numbers
and if M  m
n
r
n
    m

r m

 the algorithm will terminate in at most
n  steps
More specically we can prove the following result
Theorem  Let 
a
i

iN

be a sequence with ja
i
j  M  i  N  where M
is an arbitrary positive integral number In order that the sequence 
a
i

iN

be normalized to an equivalent sequence 
b
i

iN

with jb
i
j  N  i  N on
applying reduce at most n times it is sucient that M  g
n

N where
g
n

x  r
n
x C
n
 C
n
 
r
n
 
 
Proof To prove the suciency of the condition imposed upon M  we need
but note that the functions g
n

x satisfy the following recurrence formulae
g
n

x  r  g
n

x  C

 n  N 
where g


x  x Equivalently
g
n

x  g 	 g 	    	 g
 z 
n times

x
where
g
x  g


x  rx C


Thus it suces to show that any sequence 
a
i

iN

with ja
i
j  g
x i  N
can be reduced in a single step to a sequence 
a

i

iN

with ja

i
j  x i  N 

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Let 
a
i

iN

be any such sequence ie ja
i
j  rx C

 i  N  As indicated
above ja
i
j M implies ja

i
j  M



M
r

  and thus picking M  rxC

yields M



x 
 
r
r

   x 
     x  ie
ja

i
j  x
which is what had to be proved 
Corollary  If 
a
i

iN

is a sequence satisfying ja
i
j  g
n

 for some
n  N and all i  N it can be fully normalized by reduce in at most n
steps
This follows immediately from the theorem n normalizations give us a
sequence 
a

i

iN

with ja

i
j  
The converse statement is not necessarily true even if ja
k
j  g
n

N for
some k  N  after n normalizations we may still get a 
b
i

iN

with jb
i
j  N
for all i  N  Suppose for instance that a
k
 g
N    r
N  
 for some k  N and ja
i
j  g
N for i  k This implies that
d
k
 N   m
k
  and therefore d

k
 N   m

k
  r Recalling
that
a

k
 m

k
 d

k
 k  N
one can see that the largerthanusual value of d

k
can only
aect the 
k  st element of the resulting sequence and further still
only ifm

k
  in which case a

k
 N  N However
the value of m

k
depends solely on a
k
 and can be anywhere in the range
from    to    irrespective of the value of the next element a
k
 If it
so happens that m

k
   we will have
	
	
a

k
	
	
 N  and consequently 
since the a

i
for i  k   have remained intact  ja

i
j  N for all i  N 
This example shows that the functions g
n

x give us in fact the
best upper bound one could possibly have in order that any sequence
bounded by it be safely normalized More precisely for any integer function
f
n

x  g
n

x there is a sequence 
a
i

iN

with ja
i
j  f
n

 that cannot
be fully normalized in n applications of reduce
By way of illustration let us give a few examples
Example  Let r      
a
i

iN

be a sequence with ja
i
j   for all
i  N How many times does one have to apply reduce to obtain an equivalent
sequence 
a

i

iN

with ja

i
j   i  N

We have
g
       
g


 g
       
g


 g
       
Since g 
  g


    g


  normalizations will be su
cient by theorem 
Example  Let r      Find the bound for the elements of a
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sequence that can be fully normalized in  applications of reduce
According to Corollary  we need but calculate
g


        
  
Thus if ja
i
j   i  N  
a
i

iN

can be fully reduced in three passes
The functions g
n

x have a much simpler form when x   indeed it is
easy to see that
g
n

  r
n
   n  N 

The righthand side of equality 
 is solvable for n which enables us
to determine the number of times one has to apply reduce in order to fully
normalize a given sequence 
a
i

iN

 In more exact terms let 
a
i

iN

be a
sequence with ja
i
j  M  i  N  By theorem 
n  min

k  N
	
	
M  g
k




Solving the inequality M  g
k

 for k  N  we nd that
k  log
r

M    
or
n  dlog
r

M   e

As a conclusion let us take note of the fact that as it follows from 

in order for our system to allow totally parallel normalization ie absence
of carry propagation chains it must not be minimally redundant For r  
for instance there is only one possible digit set

  

 thus in the binary
case the condition   
r      cannot be satised Henceforth only
nonminimally redundant systems will be considered
 Basic arithmetic operations
 Addition and subtraction
In this section we shall discuss algorithms for the operations of exact
real addition and subtraction The emphasis will mainly be on the former
since subtraction is usually carried out as the addition of a negated num
ber We shall rst discuss addition of two numbers and then look at multiple
number addition
 Addition of two numbers
Let a  r
E
a


P
i
a
i
r
i
and b  r
E
b


P
j
b
j
r
j
be the two normalized radixr
numbers to be added Since the addition operation is commutative we can
assume e  E
a
E
b
  without loss of generality The procedure for addition
or subtraction is as follows
a b r
E
a


X
i
a
i
r
i
 r
E
b


X
i
b
i
r
i
 r
E
a


X
i
a
i
r
i
 r
e


X
i
b
i
r
i


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 r
E
a


X
i

a
i
 b

i

r
i
where

b


 b


 b


     b

n
   
r



      
 z 
e zeros
 b

 b

 b

   

A
r

Thus in order to perform addition we must rst adjust the mantissa of
one of the operands to make the two exponents equal 
align the radix points
and then add the two sequences digit by digit The resulting sequence

a

 b


 a

 b


     a
n
 b

n
   
r
can then be normalized in a single pass since
ja
n
 b

n
j  ja
n
j jb

n
j    r   
 Subtraction
Subtraction is carried out in the usual way by negating the minuend and
adding the result to the subtrahend Negation is performed as follows


X
i
a
i
r
i


X
i

a
i
  r
i
 Addition of several numbers
The above addition algorithm can be readily modied to operate with n
numbers where n   The procedure is essentially the same  the
mantissas of all n numbers are rst aligned to match the one with the
largest exponent and then added digitbydigit As it follows from 

the resulting sequence can be normalized by applying reduce dlog
r

n   e
times
Note that this is considerably more ecient than adding the n numbers
pairwise using 
n  nested additions as we discuss later 
Section 
 Multiplication
Let the multiplier and multiplicand be denoted by a b  R respectively with
the following normalized sequences of signed digits

a

 a

 a

     a
n
    
b

 b

 b

     b
n
   
ie
a  r
E
a


X
i
a
i
r
i
 b  r
E
b


X
j
b
j
r
j
Then
ab  r
E
a
E
b



X
i
a
i
r
i




X
j
b
j
r
j


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The Cauchy product of the two series

P
i
a
i
r
i
and

P
j
b
j
r
j
is the series

X
m
c
m
r
m


X
m

m
X
i
a
i
b
mi

r
m

where c
m


m
P
i
a
i
b
mi

 Since both series a 

P
n
a
n
r
n
and b 

P
n
b
n
r
n
are absolutely convergent by Mertens theorem 
see eg 	 their Cauchy
product

P
n
c
n
r
n
converges to ab
Since 
a
i

iN

and 
b
i

iN

are canonical representations of a and b we have
jc
m
j  

 
m   m  N


Now we want to nd the result in the form
ab  c  r
E
c


X
m
c

m
r
m

where   c

m
  for all m  N

 However the sequence 
c
m

mN

cannot
be normalized directly because generally it is not bounded by any positive
integer Instead we can recursively apply reduce to small bounded por
tions of 
c
m

mN

 as shown in Figures  and 
a

b

a

b

   a

b
n
a

b
n
a

b
n
a

b
n
   a

b
n
a

b
n
a

b

   a

b
n
a

b
n
a

b
n
a

b
n
   a

b
n
a

b
n
























a
n
b

a
n
b

a
n
b

a
n
b

   a
n
b
n
a
n
b
n
a
n
b

a
n
b

a
n
b

   a
n
b
n
a
n
b
n
a
n
b

a
n
b

   a
n
b
n
a
n
b
n
a
n
b

   a
n
b
n
a
n
b
n









a
n
b

a
n
b

a
n
b

Fig  Multiplication  before normalizing
Namely let us choose some n  N  then for all m  n we write
m
X
i
a
i
b
mi

n
X
i
a
i
b
mi

m
X
in
a
i
b
mi
We have

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c

c

   c
n
c
n
c
n
c
n
   c
n
c
n
a
n
b

a
n
b

   a
n
b
n
a
n
b
n
a
n
b

   a
n
b
n
a
n
b
n









a
n
b

a
n
b

a
n
b

Fig  Multiplication  after normalizing rst 	n
  lines

X
m
c
m
r
m


X
m

m
X
i
a
i
b
mi

r
m

n
X
m

m
X
i
a
i
b
mi

r
m


X
mn

n
X
i
a
i
b
mi

m
X
in
a
i
b
mi

r
m


X
m


minmn
X
i
a
i
b
mi

A
r
m


X
mn

m
X
in
a
i
b
mi

r
m


Now the sums
minmn
P
i
a
i
b
mi
are bounded for all m  N

	
	
	
	
	
	
minmn
X
i
a
i
b
mi
	
	
	
	
	
	
 
n   



so we can apply reduce to the sequence

minmn
P
i
a
i
b
mi

mN

 Having done
so m
n times where
m 
n 

log
r


n  

  


we shall obtain an equivalent sequence 
c
m

mN

satisfying jc
m
j   for all
m  N

 ie

X
m


minmn
X
i
a
i
b
mi

A
r
m


X
m
c
m
r
m
 where jc
m
j  

Returning to 
 we rewrite it in the form

X
m
c
m
r
m

n
X
m
c
m
r
m
 r
n

X
m
c

m
r
m

where

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c


 c
n


c

m
 c
nm

nm
X
in
a
i
b
nmi
 m  N
Proceeding recursively with the series

X
m
c
j
m
r
m

n
X
m
c
jm
r
m
 r
n
X
m
c
j
m
r
m
 j 
N 
we obtain an equivalent sequence 
c

m

mN



X
m
c
m
r
m

n
X
m
c
m
r
m
 r
n

n
X
m
c
m
r
m
 r
n

n
X
m
c
m
r
m
   

n
X
m
c
m
r
m

n
X
mn
c
mn
r
m

n
X
mn
c
mn
r
m
   


X
k


kn
X
mkn
c
kmkn
r
m

A


X
m
c

m
r
m

where
c

m
 c
m div nm mod n
 jc

m
j   m  N


c
km

mN






minmn
X
i
d
k
imi

A
mN


A
 jc
km
j  
d
k
ij




c
kjn
 i  
d
k
inj
 i  N
d

ij
 a
i
b
j
c
k
m

m
X
i
d
k
imi
c

m
 c
m
Thus 
c

m

mN

is the required result of multiplication
 Division
The intention here is to develop algorithms for division of exact real numbers
Let N  R be the dividend D  R D    the divisor their redundant
signeddigit radixr representations given by
N  r
E
N


X
i
n
i
r
i
 D  r
E
D


X
i
d
i
r
i


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where jn
i
j   jd
i
j   for i  N  The task is to compute a real quotient
Q  r
E
Q


X
i
q
i
r
i
such that N  Q D and jq
i
j   i  N 
A considerable body of work exists in the literature on the methods of
signeddigit division most of which in one way or another owe their origin to
an algorithm due to Robertson 	 The substance of the algorithm lies with
an iterative process that produces one digit of the quotient per cycle according
to the following recurrence equation
P
n
 r 
P
n
 q
n
D  n  N



where P

 N  P
n
is the current partial remainder P
n
is the next partial
remainder and q
n
is the quotient digit inferred from P
n
and D It is easy to
see that
P
n
 r
n

N 

q

 q

r

    q
n
r
n

D

 n  N 
and so imposing an upper bound on the value of jP
n
j will
ensure convergence of the algorithm provided that selection of the quotient
digit q
n
results in the next partial remainder P
n
adhering to the same allowed
range as P
n

The existing signeddigit division algorithms primarily dier in their se
lection of quotient digits restriction of the range of the possible values of
the divisor dividend and partial remainders and nally normalization tech
niques
The conventional nonredundant algorithms also use relation 
 but al
ways produce correct quotient digits  the multiplications of the divisor by
the digits of the quotient are done by repeated subtraction and a guessed digit
is known to be incorrect if it is either too large and the subsequent subtraction
leaves a negative result or it is too small and the subtraction leaves a result
that exceeds a multiple of the divisor in that digit position
In redundant signeddigit representations however the sign of an inter
mediate result may not be readily available for inspection because a number
of its most signicant digits generally unknown in advance may
happen to be all zero The usual way to get around this problem is to make
a guess about q
n
based on the inspection of several most signicant digits of
P
n
and D Even though this could result in some quotient digits q
n
selected in
this way being incorrect the redundancy allows recovery from wrong guesses
by taking an appropriate correction step in the next quotient digit As long
as the next q can correct an error in the previous step convergence of the
algorithm is guaranteed
The method of division put forward here is a modication of the original
Robertsons signeddigit division algorithm and is similar to that recently
reported by David Smith 	
The algorithm uses the above recurrence relation 
 and the
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following digit selection function
q
n



	
	
	
	
p
n
d

	
	
	
	

 sgn

p
n
d




where p
n
is the rst digit of the nth partial remainder P
n
 and d

is the
rst digit of the divisor D which being nonzero
	
 is so scaled that jd

j  r


Beginning with P

 N  we have the following sequences of digits representing
P
n
 n  N


P
n
 r  
p
n
 q
n
d

 p
n
 q
n
d

     p
nk
 q
n
d
k
   
r

r
p
n
 q
n
d

  
p
n
 q
n
d

 p
n
 q
n
d

     p
nk
 q
n
d
k
   
r
The early algorithms fully normalized P
n
 n  N at each step in order
to keep the entries of the sequence bounded However as recently shown in
	 
and also suggested by Carl Pixley in the early s it is possible to
skip the full normalization of the partial remainders and instead normalize
only a few leading digits The details of the algorithm analysis are given
in 	 and although considering the operands to be nite and given in non
redundant form readily lend themselves to the elaboration necessary to extend
the method to operate with innite sequences of signed digits
The elimination of most intermediate digit normalizations makes the divi
sion algorithm run in doublequick time and at high precision nearly as fast
as multiplication
 Complexity analysis
The chief and computationally most signicant part of the algorithms pre
sented in this paper is the normalization function which is for the greater
part responsible for the complexity of the four arithmetic operations
The normalization procedure relies upon unbounded integer arithmetic for
its operation and hence the speed of normalization is crucially dependent on
the speed of same As seen in Fig  normalization always requires onedigit
carrylookahead  to produce N radixr digits of a normalized result it is
necessary to compute N digits of the number being normalized whereafter
N out of the N   digits 
excluding the rst one are divided by r and the
results of the divisions  added possibly in parallel resulting in a total of
N integer divisions by r and N integer additions If r is a power of  the
divisions by r can be done by simple shifts
Similarly if normalization is to be performed m times in order to obtain
N digits of the result we need N m digits of the original number as well
as N  
N       
N m   m
N  
m  divisions by r and
additions

Note that since D is represented by an in	nite sequence of digits one cannot eectively
check whether or not it is non
zero

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 Addition and subtraction
The computation ofN digits of the sum of two numbers requires N digits of
the operands N integer divisions by r and N  integer additions Addition
of n numbers where n   requires Nm digits of the operands m
N
m
 divisions by r and m
N 
m  
n 
N m additions where
m  dlog
r

n   e This is of course much better than the repeated
binary
addition x

 
x

 
x

 
   x
n
 which results in the evaluation of
N  n digits of the operands 
n  
N  
n   divisions by r and

n N  
n 

additions
Subtraction is only dierent from addition in that negation is performed
beforehand Negation of course does not require any lookahead and its
complexity is simply that of changing the sign of a numbers digits
 Multiplication
The complexity of the multiplication algorithm depends on the value of the
parameter n  N that appears in 
 Let us address ourselves to the question
of choosing an appropriate value for n In principle the algorithm will work
correctly with any n  N  so our main concern here is to minimize the number
of operations needed to compute N digits of the result Note that when n  
the algorithm is the same as that adopted by Avizienis 	
Now let
N  pn q   q  n
We have p partial normalization groups 
the rst two groups are shown in
Fig  each of which requires at most m
n  dlog
r


n  

  
applications of reduce 
see 
 On account of the granularity eect
to compute N digits of the product
the normalization procedure requires m extra digits from the last partial
normalization group m extra digits from the secondlast one
and so on the rst group requiring as many as pm extra digits thus making
the total number of integer divisions and additions
N
div
 m
N  pm 
m  
m

N  n  
p m 
m     
m

N  pn  
m 
 m 
N  
N  n  
N  n     
N  pn 
m


p 
p       m
m 
p 



m 
p  
N  q mp m  
The corresponding formula for the number of integer multiplications of the
operands digits is

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N
mult

N
N  

 
q  m n  
m     
p m

N
N  

m

p

 p

n q  

Thus we have to choose n such as to minimize the two functions
N
div

nN


m
n  
p   
N  q m
n  pm
n  
N
mult

nN


N
N   m
n

p

 p

n q  


where
p 


N
n

 q  N mod n
m
n 

log
r


n  

  


For instance let r      then
m
n 



















 if n  
 if   n  
 if   n  
 if   n  
        
and the corresponding minimal values of N
div
for N   are
N
div

  


       
N
div

  


       
N
div

  


       
N
div

  


       
These data have been summarized in graphical form in Fig  as plots of
N
div
and N
mult
versus n for N   It is apparent that N
div

n and N
mult

n
behave similarly for other values of N  r and  One can see that the optimal
value of N
div
is attained when n  N   in which case p   q  N  and
the total number of divisions is N
div

N   N  mN m
m   Since
the number N of required precision digits is generally unknown in advance
it is reasonable to choose some xed value of n that would ensure reasonable
performance of the algorithm for all N  It is also clear that we may only
choose n out of
n
k
 max fn  N j m
n  kg  k  N 

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Fig  Choice of n for multiplication  the number of integer multiplicationsN
mult
and divisions N
div
vs n calculated for N   precision digits
because if n

 n

and m
n

  m
n

 we have N
div

n

  N
div

n


In principle the larger the value of n the better except when n is vastly
larger than N  the number of operations N
op
will continue to grow with N

due to the increasing of m On the other hand choosing a large value of
n would imply large values of the sequence entries 
up to 
n  

 see

 which if exceeded the threshold for representing integers 
usually the
size of the machine word would result in slower integer operations The
values of n corresponding to m   are obviously inadequate resulting in
an unnecessarily large number of operations 
eg Avizieniss algorithm but
any of the numbers n

 n
	
    are equally suitable for the value of n In our
implementation we have used n  n


eg for r   and    n  n

 

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 Division
Division can be analyzed in much the same way as multiplication and is also
quadratic For simplicitys sake we shall assume that the partial remainders
are normalized fully  as remarked above the actual time estimates will only
be better
By 
 to determine the N th digit q
N
of the quotient the division algo
rithm must compute the rst digit of the N th partial remainder P
N
 which
according to 
 involves evaluation of P
N
and D to  digits 
an extra
digit is required because of the multiplication by r that in turn demands
P
N
and D to  digits and the domino eect applies to the rest of the par
tial remainders so that P

will be evaluated to N   digits In summary
we will have N

         N   integer divisions and additions from
the normalization of P
N
 P
N
     P

 plus N more divisions from the digit
selection guesswork in 
 as well as N
N            
N  
additions and multiplications of the quotient digits q
n
by the digits of the
divisor D in 

 Elementary functions
In this section we shall discuss the evaluation of elementary functions on ex
act real numbers Functions of real variables that can be dened for normal
ized signeddigit radixr representations are precisely those for which there
exist lefttoright algorithms dened on representations These algorithms
must work in an online fashion digitbydigit most signicant digit rst
inputting digits of the argument
s and outputting digits of the result with
bounded delay The question one should ask himself when dening a function
on representations is whether given more digits of the argument one can
produce more digits of the result In particular only continuous functions on
exact reals are computable
 Absolute value
The absolute value is probably one of the simplest functions denable on the
real numbers In oatingpoint systems all that is required for its computation
is changing a numbers sign bit if need be  an operation so trivial that it is
never even considered as such
In exact real arithmetic systems however there is no algorithm for de
ciding whether or not two innite sequences represent the same number In
particular the predicates   and  are noncomputable and in general one
cannot even check a number to see whether it is positive negative or zero
Nonetheless the absolute value function is denable on exact reals Let us
show that if the signeddigit radixr system used is not maximally redundant
ie   r   the sign of a number is determined by the sign of the rst
nonzero entry of its mantissa Indeed if a
k
is the rst nonzero element of

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a
n

nN

 then
r
k

a
k


r  



X
n
a
n
r
n
 r
k

a
k


r  


and if the system is not maximally redundant all of these numbers have the
same sign as a
k

provided a
k
  From this also results the conclusion
that in nonmaximallyredundant systems zero is represented uniquely 
up to
dierences in exponents
The algorithm for evaluation of the absolute value is now obvious
abs 
a

 a

     a
n
    









  abs 
a

 a

     a
n
     if a

 

a

 a

     a
n
     if a

 

a

 a

     a
n
     otherwise
and its complexity is that of negation
 Minimum and maximum
It may come as a surprise to some to learn that while the comparison operators
 and  are clearly noncomputable on exact reals the functions minimum
and maximum are This is most readily seen from the relations
min 
a b
a  b ja bj


max 
a b
a  b ja bj


which involve only computable functions addition subtraction absolute
value and division by 
The implications of computability of min and max are nontrivial for
example we can sort lists of exact real numbers using sorting algorithms based
upon max and min rather than upon  and  
such as Batchers merge sort
 Square root
The square root function is singled out because of its simplicity and amenabil
ity to implementation with little additional overhead beyond that of the basic
arithmetic operations It is also almost the only commonly used function that
is evaluated iteratively The algorithm that we will describe is the direct ana
logue of that for division and produces n digits of the result in n cycles at a
rate of one digit per cycle Such pseudodivision methods can also be exten
sible to higher degrees although roots of order greater than three are usually
evaluated by the same methods as x
y
for arbitrary y using exponents and log
arithms and even cuberoot functions are somewhat uncommon in function
libraries Our primary emphasis will therefore be on evaluation of
p
x
Suppose that we want to evaluate y 
p
x in radix r Let x be given
by a normalized signeddigit sequence X  
x

 x

     x
n
   
r
with x

 

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jx
n
j   n  N  and exponent e so that x  r
e


P
n
x
n
r
n
 x   Then
y 



r
e

p
X if e is even
r
e

p
rX if e is odd
Let Y  
y

 y

     y
n
    be a mantissa of y such that jy
n
j   n  N 
Denote
Y
n
 y

 y

r

    y
n
r
n
so that Y  lim
n
Y
n
 Consider the scaled partial remainders
P

 X P
n
 r
n

X  Y

n

 n  N 
Observing that Y
n
 Y
n
 y
n
r
n
 we can rewrite the next partial remainder
as
P
n
 r
n

X  Y

n

 r

P
n
 y
n
Y
n
 y

n
r
n

The square root algorithm is based on the above recurrence relation each
iteration of which consists of two subcomputations
 Determination of the result digit y
n
using a digit selection function s
which has P
n
and Y
n
as arguments
y
n
 s
P
n
 Y
n

 Formation of P
n
from P
n
 Y
n
and y
n

P
n
 r

P
n
 y
n
Y
n
 y

n
r
n

If care is exercised in choosing y

and the selection function s is
such that
    jP
n
j  jP
n
j      jP

j  jXj 
the algorithm will converge as
	
	
X  Y

n
	
	


r
n
jP
n
j 

r
n
jXj 
As in the case of division we make guesses about the digits y
n
based
on the most signicant digits of the current remainder P
n
and the current
approximation Y
n
 Although the guessed digits may be incorrect in
some cases no correction steps would be needed if a redundant signed
digit representation of P
n
was used In particular it can be shown that the
following digit selection function
y
n



jp
n
j
y


 sgn p
n

where p
n
is the integer part of P
n
and y



p
x


the rst digit of Y  is
reliable enough as long as
y

 b
p
rc ie x

 r

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	 Summary
The foregoing analysis suggests that notwithstanding the claim made by
Boehm and Cartwright the representation of exact real numbers by lazy
innite sequences of signed digits in a radixr system can lead to reasonably
ecient implementations of constructive real arithmetic In
particular the algorithms presented here largely overcome what they called
the granularity eect For the sake of simplicity our implementation used
r   and    and was written in the functional programming language
Miranda


 Choosing the radix to be a
large number and using a compiled language such as C C or Java
would
yield a large dividend in eciency which could be improved even further
on a multiprocessor system if normalization and other functions were multi
threaded
What are the advantages and shortcomings of positional arithmetic sys
tems as opposed to others eg functional ones Laziness is certainly an
advantage  a demanddriven system only computes those numbers that are
needed and only to the precision required It also avoids recomputing the
elements calculated earlier so that each digit gives a better approximation
to the number being computed Conversion of numbers into redundant form
and decoding them back into conventional form is also very simple as the
conventional systems are also positional radixr systems
Among the shortcomings we can name the problem of choosing the subset
of
nitely representable numbers The availability of a subset in
which numbers are represented nitely is important for many reasons not
least of which is the need to compute equality tests For example it is
clear that all integers must be nitely represented After the integers
the rationals seem to be the best candidate for such subset but any ecient
implementation based on the representation of the rationals as
repeating radixr numbers must overcome nontrivial technical challenges
such as being able to recognize a state of computation that has occurred
before or having to deal with nite representations of very great lengths
Evaluation of transcendental functions in radixr systems is also problematic
as there are no obvious digitbydigit algorithms that are both simple and
ecient
All these factors must be considered prior to choosing a representation of
the exact reals most suitable for a given problem Situations where one might
want to use innite precision arithmetic include eg testing an algorithm
to determine whether it suers from a numerical instability or computing
some numbers to high precision to serve as reference values for conventional

Miranda is a product and trademark of Research Software Limited

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